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1. Introduction
Let M be a compact orientable 3-manifold and Fl and F2 properly embed-
ded surfaces in M. If F
λ
 and F2 intersect transversely, then by cutting Fl and
F2 along the intersection and regluing them in a different way, we obtain another
embedded surface in M.
DEFINITION. Let F1 and F2 be orientable surfaces properly embedded in
M intersecting transversely. A cut-and-paste (CP) operation on a component C
of F1Γ\F2 is the following operation in a regular neighborhood of C, N(C): Cut
F1 and F2 on C and reglue them in a different way. See Figure 1.1.
Fig 1.1.
Note that there are two choices in regluing. When we apply a CP operation
on each component of ί\ (Ί F2, we obtain an embedded surface F in M. We
say that F is obtained from F
λ
 and F2 by a (way of) CP operation.
Suppose that both F1 and F2 are incompressible. In general, a surface
which is obtained from F1 and F2 by a CP operation is possibly compressible.
But we can prove that in certain cases there is a CP operation which yields an
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incompressible surfaces.
Theorem 1. Let Fl and F2 be incompressible surfaces of genus greater
than zero properly embedded in M which intersect transversely. If F
λ
 or F2 is a
torus, then we can obtain an incompressible surface F from F1 and F2 by a CP ope-
ration.
Then we show that the assumption of Theorem 1 cannot be omitted in
general. In fact, we prove;
Theorem 2. For any inetgers n± and n2 which are greater than one, there
exist a closed orientable 3 -manifold M and connected incompressible surfaces F1
and F2 properly embedded in M such that they intersect transversely, g(Fi)=ni (g(F)
is the genus of F) and for any surface F obtained from Fl and F2 by CP operations,
each component of F bounds a handlebody.
By applying Theorem 1 a number of times, we have the following corol-
larly.
Corollary 3. Let TlyT2y "yTn (n>2) be properly embedded incompres-
sible tori in M such that any two of them intersect transversely. Then there exists
an incompressible surface F such that Fc U ?=ι Γ, U N( U !<;,-<;,<;« Γ. Γi Γy).
Let S be the set of isotopy classes of orientable, incompressible, 3-
incompressible surfaces in M. And let <5' be the set of isotopy classes of (not
necessarily orientable) surfaces S properly embedded in M such that each
component of the closure of QN(S) — dM is incompressible and 3-incompressible.
We call such a surface injective and 3-injective respectively. Then Oertel [5]
defined a function q: S X <S^> {finite subset of <S'} as follows: Given a pair of
isotopy classes of incompressible surfaces, we choose representatives F1 and F2
with suitably simplified intersection. Then q(\F^ [F2]) is defined to be the set
of isotopy classes of injective surfaces obtained from F1 and F2 by CP operations.
Oertel showed that the function q is well-defined. In general, for a given pair
[•fiL L^VL <?([^ ι]> [^ 2]) is possibly an emptyset. But when Fl or F2 is a torus,
Theorem 1 immediately implies the following:
Corollary 4. Let [F^, [F^ be a pair of isotopy classes of incompressible
surfaces in M. If Fl or F2 is a torus, then q(\Fΐ\,\F^) is not an emptyset.
REMARK. When Fl and F2 are oriented surfaces, we often use a cut-and-
paste operation such that the way of regluing is compatible with orientations on
F1 and F2. We call this operation an oriented cut-and-paste (OCP) operation.
We can consider the same problem as Theorem 1 for OCP operations. But there
is an example such that we cannot obtain incompressible surfaces from incom-
pressible tori by OCP operations. For example, let M be a Seifert fibered space
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over S2 with four singular fibers. Let p be a projection of M to S2. We consi-
der two incompressible tori 7\ and T2 such that Ti is a union of regular fibers and
p(T{) (ί— 1, 2) are as indicated in Figure 1.2. Then we can check that for any
orientations of T
λ
 and T2y we cannot obtain an incompressible surface from Tx
and T2 by an OCP operation.
Fig 1.2.
Throughout this paper, we work in the piecewise linear category. For the
definition of standard terms of 3-dimensional topology, see [2]. For a sub-
complex K of a given //, NH(K) denotes a reglar neighborhood of K in H.
When H is well understood, we often abbreviate NH(K) to N(K).
2. Proof of Theorem 1
Lemma 2.1. Let F
λ
 and F2 be incompressible surfaces in a 3-manifold M
with transverse intersection. Then we can obtain incompressible surfaces F1 and
F2 by some CP operations on closed curves of F1 f| F2 which are inessential on Flt
such that FI is homeomorphic to Fi(i=ly 2) and each component of F1Γ\F2 is es-
sential in F±.
Proof. If each component of F
λ
 Π F2 is an essential curve of Fl9 we take
Fi=Fi (i=l, 2). In general, we apply an argument of the proof of [2, Lemma
4, 6].
Let n be the number of components of F1 Γ\ F2 which is inessential on Fv
Assume n^ί. Let S=F{ \JF'2 be a 2-component 2-manifold such that F't^F{
(/=!, 2) and /0: S-*M an immersion such that f0\F'.: F(-^Fi is a homeomor-
phism. Let Σ0= V e S such that f0(x)=f0(x')} . Then /0(Σ0)=-F1 Π F2
and Σo consists of closed curves on S. Let Σ$ be a subset of Σ0 which consists
of inessential curves on S. Since F
λ
 and F2 are incompressible, CxcΣo if and
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only if C2cΣo for C2CΣ0 with /f
1(/0(C1)) = C1UC2. Hence 2ό consists of 2n
closed curves.
We define an immersion /j | S-+M as follows; fix a closed curve CjcΣo and
let/i 1(/o(Cι1)) = Cι1UC21. Let Di be a disk on S such that 9Z)~C} and V a
solid torus which is a regular neighborhood of /0(C}). Then/iΓ^F) is a union
of two disjoint annuli Al and A2 with Cf C-4f(ί=l, 2). Put DJ=Z)f— Int-4f ,
D'i'^DiVAi. There exists disjoint annuli B
λ
 and 52 on 9F with dBλ=fQ
(90i'U8D£) and dB2=fQ(dD2'UdDl). We define/! by putting /1|s.(1,ί/ul)?)=
/ol5-(ιιί'ϋitf),/ι(4)=^,/1(i)ί)c/β(«) and /,(£>,') c/0(Dί) so that ^=^-{C}U
C2}. Then Σί consists of 2(»— 1) closed curves. Note that /|Fί(i=l, 2) may
have self intersections.
For fi<ik<tn, we define an immersion fk : S-^M inductively. Assume fk^1
was defined, ^Σk.1={x^S\^xf ^S such that/Λ«1(Λ?)= /*-ι(#')} consists of closed
curves, and for each component C1cSί-ι= {CcΣΛ-1|C is an inessential curve
on 5},/ίl1ι(/
Λ
-ι(C1)) = C1U C2 and C2c2ί-ι Fix a component C{ of 2ί-ι and
let/Γ-ι(Λ-ι(C'ϊ))=Clί U CJ. For i=l, 2, let A a disk on 5 such that QD^Cί,
V a regular neighborhood of/^.^Cί), ^  and ^42 disjoint annuli of f~\V) with
C? c^4,., /)?=/),.— Int 4, D/i/=Di\jAi9 B» B2aQV annuli with QB^f^QDΊ' U
9D2
7) and θβ^/^^D^UΘΰί).
We divide into two cases a) D± f| D2=0 and b) Z)2Clnt Dj.
In case a), we define fk by putting /*U-(ι,ί/u/>ί/)=Λ-ιl5-wu^),/*(A)= B^
fάDQcf^Dί) andfk(D2)dfk^(Dί) so that Σ^Σ^- fCί U Ck2}. In case b),
put E=Dί-Int D'2'. We define fk by putting /, ! s-*;'=Λ-ι I s-D-Jk^c:/^
(DfrfάA^B,, and fk(E)df ,.,(£) so that 2* - 2^- fC} U Cl}.
In this way, we obtain a sequence of maps /0,/i, •••,/« from S to M such
that 2*=2*-ι-{CίUCί}, where C{, C^cΣί-i with /^(Cί)-/^^) for
Since 2o consists of 2w components, Σ
n
— Σ0— Σo and Σ^=0. Put fn(Fi)=
F*i (i=l, 2). Since the definition of fk\A^A2 corresponds to a CP operation on
fk-ι(Cι) (l<Ξ£<ft)> i^ and F2 is obtained from F1 and F2 by CP operations on
/0(Σo)> which is equal to the set of inessential curves in F1Γ\F2. And
consists of essential curves. On the other hand, since fk \ S-(D"U D^—fk-i I s-cu'/
for ί=l,2, Fi—Ei=Fi—Eί for a union of certain disks Eί (Ei9 resp.) on
(Fiy resp.). Hence F{ is incompressible.
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
DEFINITION. Let Fl and F2 be properly embedded surfaces in M which
intersect transversely. Let F( be a closure of a component of Fi—(F1Γ\F2) (i=
1,2). We say that F1 and F2 have a semi-product region between Fί and F2 if
there exists a map /of a manifold .AT to M satisfying the following (l)-(4):
(1) X=Wx[Q, 1]— U7.ι Int^ , where ίF is homeomorphic to .Fί and
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Bly B29 •••, Bn are mutual,y disjoint 3-balls in Int (Wx [0, 1]).
(2) f(dWx[Q, l])=dFί=dF2.
(3) /1
 wx{0) is a homeormophism of Wx {0} to F{ and /1 ^ x^} is a homeo-
morphism of Wx {1} to F2.
(4) /1 *-(eϊrχ[<u]> is an embedding.
Lemma 2.2. Let F
λ
 and F2 be properly embedded incompressible surfaces
in M which intersect transversely. Suppose that F1 and F2 have a semi-product
region between F{ and F'2(F'ic:Fi,i=l,2). Then P^Fi-F^UF'^ is also
incompressible (ί=l, 2).
Proof. It is enough to prove that P1=(F1—Fί)\jF2 is incompressible.
Assume that there exists a compressing disk D of F^ Since Fl and F2 are in-
compressible, we may asume that Df\F2 consists of some arcs aly a2> ~,am.
Using X= Wx [0, 1]— U 7-ι Int B{ and the map /, we can find a disk D{ in M
such that QD^a^bi and b^Fί (i=l, 2, ~ m). Let Z>'=Z)U?-i A. Then
D' is an immersed disk in M with QD'dF^ Clearly QDr is essential on F19
contradicting the incompressibility of Flf Hence P1 is incompressible.
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.
Proof of Theorem 1. If F1ΠF2 contains a component C which is ines-
sential on F19 then we consider incompressible surfaces F1 and F2 in Lemma 2.1.
Moreover if Fl and F2 have a smi-product region, we consider incompressible
surfaces P1 and P2 in Lemma 2.2. If Theorem 1 holds for Pl and P2, we may re-
gard that the obtained surface F is also obtained from F1 and F2 by a CP ope-
ration by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume
the following (l)-(3):
(1) Fl is a torus and F2 is a surface of genus greater than zero.
(2) Each component of F
λ
 Π F2 is an essential curve on Fλ.
(3) F
γ
 and F2 do not have a semi-product region.
Let N1 and N2 be components of N(Fl)—F1. Let F be a surface obtained
from F
λ
 and F2 by the following CP operation; for each component A of Fl—Int
N(F1Γ\F2)) a component of QA is regluded to N1Πd(F2—ϊntN(F1ΠF2)) and
the other component of QA is reglued to Λf2 Π d(F2—Int N(Fλ Π ^2))- See Figure
2.1.
We will prove that F is incompressible.
We may assume that ί^  and F intersect transversely and for each compo-
nent A of Fl—Int N(F1Γ\F2)ί AΠF consists of an essential simple closed curve
in A.
Suppose that there exists a compressing disk D of F. Since Fl is incom-
pressible, we may assume DΓ\F j, does not contain a circle component.
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Fig 2.1.
Claim 2.3.
Proof. Suppose that dDΓl(F1Γ}F) = 0. Then we may assume dDdFnF2.
Since F2 is incompressible, there exists a disk D
f
 on F2 such that QD—QD'.
Since 9Z) is an essential curve on Fy D' contain a component C of ί\n^2 C
bounds a disk Z)"(cZ)') and by the condition (2), C is an essential curve on Flf
It contradicts the incompressibility of ί\. Therefore 9Z>n(-F\ n^)Φ0, com-
pleting the proof of Claim 2.3.
By Claim 2.3, DΓ[F1 consists of some arcs. Let a be an outermost arc of
DftFί on Z), and D'dD an outermost disk such that dD'=a{Jb with bddD.
Then using Z)', we can find a embedded disk E in M such that dE=a'\Jb',
a'dFlyb'c:F2 with α Π f l ' Φ O , £Γiέ 'Φ0 and l n t E f } ( F 1 } j F 2 ) = 0. Let ^4 be a
closure of a component of F1—(Fl ΓiF2) which contains α', and B a closure of a
component of jF2~ (FιΓ\F2) which contains V . By the condition (2), A is an
annulus. Consider Ex [0, 1] with Ex [0, 1] (Ί (F, (J ί'2)=9£x [0, 1]. Then £"=
(£χ [0, 1] U A)— (Ex (0, 1)) is an embedded disk in M such that dE'c:F2. Since
F2 is incompressible, 3E" is an inessential curve on F2. Let E" be a disk on F2
with QE"=dEr. If £"n(Ex(0, 1))Φ0, then each component of QA^F^F^
also bounds a disk on F2. But it contradicts the condition (2). Hence E"c:B
and B is an annulus. Using ^ U - B U ^ X f O , 1], we can see that Fl and F2 have a
semi-product region between A and J5. It contradicts the condition (3). There-
fore F is incompressible.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 .
3. Boundary irreducibility of certain 3-manifolds
For the proof of Theorem 2, we construct certain 3-manifolds with incom-
pressible surfaces. A closed orientable surface F properly embedded in a 3-
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manifold M is incompressible if and only if dN(F) is incompressible in each com-
ponent of M— lntN(F). In this section, we examine the incompressibility
of boundaries of certain 3-manifolds. We say that an orientable 3-maniίbld M
is d-irreducible if M is irreducible and dM is incompressible in M.
Suppose that M does not contain a fake 3-ball. Then M is 9-irreducible
iff π
λ
(M] is not a free product or a cyclic group (cf. [2]). Lemma 3.1 shows
that for certain one-relator groups, we can examine that the group is a free product
or not.
DEFINITION. Let <X, x2, •••, xgy be a free group of rank g(g>2) with gen-
erators #!,#!, " yXg and Hg a handlebody of genus g. We say that a simple
closed curve C on 9Hg is a representation curve of an element rG(xl9 x2, "*> χgϊ
if πι(Hg)^(xl9 x2y •"> x^^lncl^(C)=r. (Incl* is a homomorphism which is in-
duced by the inclusion map.)
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that r has (at least one) representation curve. Then
the following (l)-(3) are mutually equivalent:
(1) <X, x2) ••• X g i r y is not a free product group or a cyclic group.
(2) There exists a representation curve C of r on QHg such that dHg—C is
incompressible in Hg.
(3) For any representation curve C of r, dHg—C is incompressible in Hg.
Proof. (3) =¥ (2) is clear.
(2) => (1): Let M=Hg (J C(D2 X /) be a 3-manifold obtained from Hg by at-
taching a 2-handle D2xl along C. By [1], [3] or [6], M is 8-irreducible. On
the other hand, ^ (M)^^, x2, •••, xg: r>. Hence (1) holds.
(1)=^(3): Suppose that there exists a representation curve C of r such that
QHg—C is compressible in Hg. Let B be a compressing disk of QHg—C in Hg.
If 5 is a non-separating disk of Hg, then J5 is also a non-separating disk of M=
Hg U c(£>2 X I) If Hg-β= Vλ U F2 and ^  and Γ2 are handlebodies, then M is
a disk sum of ^  and V2)Jc(D2χI). In both cases, πι(M)s^^oel9 x2y •••, ^ : r>^
Z*G for some group G.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Next, we examine the 3-irreducibility of manifolds which are obtained from
handlebodies by Dehn surgeries on links in them. Let V be a handlebody and
k a simple closed curve on dV. We define a surgery on pushed k with surgery
coefficient p/q (g.c.d(^), q) — 1) as follows: Consider an annulus AmV
 suc
h that
QA=k(J k' and A Π 9V=k (We say k' is a pushed K). There is a neighborhood
of k', N(k') such that N(k')Γ\A is an annulus. Put l=dN(k')Γ(A and let m be
a meridian of k' on dN(k'). Remove IntΛΓ^') and attach a solid torus V to it so
that a meridian m' on 3F' is attached to a curve C on dN(k') with [C]—^[m] +
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Lemma 3.2. Let V be a handlebody of genus greater than one and Clt G2,
•
 m
,C
Λ
(n>l) mutually disjoint simple closed curves on QV. If 8F— U ?»ι C, is
incompressible in V and \p{\>2 (i—ly 2, •••, n)y then the manifold M which ob-
tained from V by surgeries on pushed Clt C2, •••, Cn with surgery coefficient pι/qι,
p2/q2, — >Pnlq
n
 ^ ^-irreducible.
Proof. Let Vly F2, '"> Vn be solid tori and mi and /, meridian and longi-
tude on dVj. Consider a simple closed curve C'/ on 9F, such that [(?"] =
ri[mi]+PiUi]^Hι(dVi>Z)> f°r integers r{ and s{ with pisi—qiri=l. Then we
can regard M as the 3-manifold obtained form V and Vly V2, •••, Vn by identify-
ing ΛΓ87,(Cn to ΛWCQ
Since \p{\ >0 and 3F— U ?.ι Cf is incompressible in F, M is irreducible.
We will prove that 3M is incompressible in M. Note that since \p{\ >2, for
any compressing disk D of Vi9 #(3D nΛ/rθy.(C /))>2. Suppose that there exists
a compressing disk D of dM in M. Since dV— U J.i C, is incompressible in V,
D must intersect with U 7-ι ^87(Q) in at least one arc. We may assume Z) has
a minimal number of components in all such disks. By standard innermost
circle and outermost arc arguments, we may assume - D Π ( U i-i ΛΓ
θF(Cf )) con-
sists of some essential arcs in N9v(Cf). Let a be an outermost arc of Z)ΓI
(U -iΛ^C,.)) on D,D' an outermost disk on D with dD'=a\Jbybc:dD and
aζΣ.N$
v
(Cj) (l<>j ^ri). By the minimality of the number of intersections, dD'
is an essential curve on 3 V or QV . Since dD' intersects with N^
v
(Cj) in an arc,
Z)7 is contained in V. But it contradicts the following Claim 3. .3.
Claim 3.3. If QV— U l.i Q is incompressible in V, then for any compres-
sing disks D of Vy #(8/>Π(U ϊ-i
Proof of Claim 3.3. Suppose that there exists a compressing disk D of QV
such that 3D intersects with U J-i Cf in a point p^Cj(l<j<n). Consider a
regular neighborhood of Dy Dx [0, l]c V such that Dx [0, 1] Π 3F=3Z)χ [0, 1]
and (3Z>X[0, l ])Π(U7-ι C,)=ίx[0, 1]. Then Z)'=3(JV(C;.)U (flx [0, 1]))-
Int(dN(Cj) Π 9F) U (9Z)x(0, 1)) is a compressing disk of 9Γ— U ?.ι Ciy a con-
tradiction.
Hence Claim 3.3 holds.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2
To know the incompressibility of 3F— U ϊ.i C{ in Vy we use the following
Lemma 3.4.
Let Hg be a handlebody of genus g(g>2) and {Dly D2y •••, D3g_£ a set of
mutually disjoint non-parallel compressing disks in //^. Then each component
of Hg— U Hl
3(A X (0, 1)) is a 3-ball 5 such that dB—lnt (QHg Π 35) consists of
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three disks Z)ί, D2, D'3 and Z) is parallel to Dj for some \<*j<3g—3 in Hg
(/=!, 2, 3). Let CΊ, C2, •••, CM be mutually disjoint simple closed curves on
dHg. We may assume each component of (D{ X [0, 1]) Γϊ C; is an essential arc on
QDj x [0, 1]. We say that C= (J ϊ.i C, is /K// α ^ λ m/>ert ίo A, A, —, A*-3 if
for any component B of ί/^— U ?ίΊ3(A X (0> !))> C* satisfies the following condi-
tions (1), (2);
(1) each component of CΓ\dB is an arc connecting DΊ and Dj for i,y^
{1,2,3} andiΦj.
(2) for any pair of D\ and Z)y(zΦ/, and £,ye {1, 2, 3}), there is a sub arc
a of C on dB connecting Z>ί and Z)y.
Lemma 3.4. ([3, Lemma 6.1]). Let {Clt C2ί •••, Cn} be a set of mutually
disjoint simple closed curves on dHg. If there exists a set of mutually disjoint non-
parallel compressing disks {D1} D2} •••, D3g-3} of Hg such that C— U ?-ι Cf is full
with respect to D
λ
, D2, •••, A^-3> ^
w
 ^Hg—C is incompressible in Hg.
Let N be a 3-irreducible 3-manifold with boundary and {Cl9 C2, •••, Cn} a
set of mutually disjoint non-parallel simple closed curves such that QN— U 1-1 C{
is incompressible in N. We consider a manifold M which is obtained from N
by attaching 2-handles along C19 C2, •••, CΛ. In the case that n=l, M is 3-
irreducible by [1], [3], or [6]. But in general cases, M may not be 8-irreducible.
The following Lemma 3.5 gives a sufficient condition for M to be 3-irreducible.
Let C be a simple closed curve on a surface F and a an arc on F with
a Π O=da. We say that a is an inessential arc relative to C if there exists a disk
D on F such that 3D—a\Jb with 6cC. If α is not an inessential arc relative
to C, then we say that a is an essential arc relative to C.
Lemma 3.5. Let {Cly C2> •••, Cn} (n>l) be a set of mutually disjoint simple
closed curves on dN. Suppose that there exists a set of mutually disjoint properly
embedded disks {Dlt D2ί •••, Dn} which satisfies the following conditions (l)-(3);
(1) each component of N— U 7-ι(A X (°» 1)) is ^-irreducible,
(2) ίfi^j, then D, Π Cy=0,
(3) z/ i=y, then #(A Π Cj)=2, the algebraic intersection number of QDi and
C. on dN is 0, and each component of Q—(Cf Π 3-D,) ^ ΛW essential arc
relative to QD{.
Then the manifold M which is obtained from N by attaching 2-handles along Cls C2)
••-, C
n
 is ^-irreducible.
Proof. Put 5=Uϊ.ιA and ^Ui.iC,.. Let Dχ[0, 1] be a regular-
neighborhood of D. We may assume that each component of (3D X [0, 1]) Π C
is an essential arc on a component of 3Dx[0, 1]. Let N' be a component of
ΛΓ—(Z5x(0, 1)). We abbreviate A X {0} and Z>, X {1} on dN' to Z)f. for sim-
plicity. Then dN' is a union of some D/s and N' (Ί 8ΛΓ.
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Claim 3.6. Let a be a component of C, —(Q Π (Z)f x (0, 1)) and N' the com-
ponent of N—(Dx(0, 1)) which contains a. Then a is an essential arc relative to
9Di on dN'.
Proof. Note that since lntdN[dDi} C, ]=0, da is contained in one compo-
nent of dN' — dN. Assume that a is an inessential arc relative to QDi on dN'.
Then αU&(&c3Z) {) bounds a disk D on dN'. We may assume a]Jb is an
"innermost" curve on dN', i.e. D does not contain any other D.. Hence D is
contained in dN' Π dN and a is an inessential arc relative to dD{ on dN. It con-
tradicts to the condition (3). Therefore a is an essential arc relative to 3Z)t on
dN'.
This completes the proof of Claim 3.6.
We say that a closed curve / on dN is C-inessential if / bounds a disk on
dN or J and some components of C bounds a planar surface on dN. If/ is not
C-inessential, we say that/ is C-essential.
Suppose that M is not θ-irreducible, i.e. there exists an essential sphere or
a disk F in M. By standard innermost circle and outermost arc arguments,
we may assume that F intersects the 2-handles in horizontal disks. Hence
S~FΓ\N is a planar surface such that at most one component of dS is a C-
essential curve and other components are parallel to a component of C. We
will prove that there does not exist such a planar surface S.
The next claim gives a proof of this assertion in a very special case (the
case of S a disk).
Claim 3.7. There does not exist a disk S such that dS is C-essential.
Proof. Assume that there exists such a disk S. We suppose that %(SΓ\D)
is minimal over all such disks. Suppose that $(SΓ\D)>1. Then there is an
outermost arc a on S and an outermost disk D on S such that dD=a \Jbf bd dS.
Let D{ (l<ii<ri) be the disk which contains a and N' the component of N—
(Dx (0, 1)) which contains D. By the 3-irreducibility of N', there exists a 3-ball
B in N' such that dB=D(JD'\JZ>£, where D'c:dNfΓ\dN and Z><cZ>,.. By
Claim 3.6, Dr does not intersect C. Hence by using B, we can obtain a disk S'
such that dS' is C-essential and %(S' Γ\D)<#(S Γl5), a contradiction.
Hence $(S Π D)=Q. Then S is contained in a component Nf of N—(Dx
(0, 1)). Since N' is 3-irreducible, there is a disk E on dN' such that dE=dS
and £" contains some Z)/s. Then a component d of Q—(3Z),- x(0, 1)) intersects
E. By Claim 3.6, d is an essential arc relative to D{ on N'. Hence d intersects
dE=dS. It contradicts the choice of S. Hence there does not exist a disk in
N whose boundary is C-essential.
This completes the proof of Claim 3.7.
By Claim 3,7, if there exists such a planar surface S, then #(dS)>2 and
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QS Π DΦ 0. Let S be a planar surface in N such that at most one component J
of QS is C-essential, and that each component /' of dS—J is parallel to a com-
ponent Cf of C. We assume that $(S Γ\D) is minimal over all such planar sur-
faces. Let J be a component of QS (if exists) which is C-essential and Df a
component of Z) intersecting QS—J. Let Kl9 K2, •••, X",, be the components of
9S—J which are parallel to Q and we suppose that K19 K2, •••, XΛ are contained
in N$N(Oi) in this order. Since each component of N—(D X (0, 1)) is 9-irreduci-
ble, by using standard innermost circle and outermost arc arguments, we may
assume S Π D{ consists of arcs. Let a be an outermost arc of S ΓΊ Ot on Z>, and
D an outermost disk on Di with D Π S=a. Put Qa~p1 U p2> Then we have the
following four possible cases.
(a) Both pl and p2 are on /.
(b)
(c)
(d) ^>j and p2 are on the same component K (=K1 or Xn) of QS—J.
Let S'=(S U D X [0, !])-£> X (0, 1). Then S' is a planar surface. In Case (a),
S' has two components, at least one component S" of S' has a C-essential curve
in 9S" and #(S" Π D)<#(S Π 5). It contradicts the choice of S. In Case (b),
clearly a component of S' is C-essential and $(Sr Γ\D)<#(S Γ\D), a contradic-
tion. In case (c), QS' has a component L=(X y UX y +ιUix[Oj 1])—ftx(0, 1),
where b=QD—#. L bounds a disk B on 9JV. By capping off S' by 5 and push-
ing B into Λ/", we obtain a planar surface S" such that #(S" n5)<#(S ΓlS), a
contradiction. In Case (d), S' consists of two components. Let S" be a com-
ponent of S' which does not contain /. Let /' be a component of 9S" which
consists of a subarc of K and a copy of QD—a.
Claim 3.8. /' is C-essential.
Proof. Assume that J' is C-inessential. If/' bounds a disk D on QN, then
a subarc of K is an inessential arc relative to 9Z>,.. It contradicts the condition
(3). Hence/' bounds a planar surface P on QN with some O^'s, say Cj, C2, •••,
C/. Note that /' Π (U ϊ.i 8Z>f ) = 0 BY conditions (2) and (3), for j=l, 2, ••-, /,
a subarc of 9Z);., d. is contained in P and dj is an essential arc relative to C..
Hence P— U y.i rfy consists of / components Pj, P2, •••, P/ and for each j=l9 2,
-, /, %(P; )<0. But l-/=χ(P) = 2j.1 %(P.)-/<-/, a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Claim 3.8.
By Claim 3.8 and the fact #(S"n5)<#(SnZ>), we have a contradiction.
Hence in any cases it contradicts the choice of S. Therefore M=N\Jc
(D2χl) is 9-irreducible.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5.
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4. Proof of Theorem 2
Proof of Theorem 2. We consider the following two cases and construct
a 3-manifold M and incompressible surfaces F1 and F2 in M which satisfy the
conditions in Theorem 2:
(I)
 Hl=n2>2.
(II) nl>n2>2.
Case (I) n1=n2>2.
We put n=n1~n2. Let Hλ and H2 be handlebodies with g(Hi}=n (i= 1, 2)
and C;j, C
ί>2, •••, Q,«+ι simple closed curves on QHt as indicated in Figure 4.1
(a) (in Figure 4.1, n=4). For each C,.
 y, we consider a simple closed curve C\tj
in Hi such that there exists an embedded annulus A and QΛ=Citj\J C(tj. Cίj
is a pushed Citj in the sense of Section 3. Let Fi2 be a properly embedded
surface in Hi with <Ff f 2 n ( U 5 - ι Crίiy)=0 (ί=l> 2) as indicated in Fugure 4.1 (b).
Flt2(F2t2, resp.) consists of [(w+l)/2] ([w/2], resp.) components, where [x] is the
greatest integer which is less than or equal to x.
Put M=H{ U / H2ί where H\ is obtained from Hi by performing 2-surgery
on C'ij ( pushed Cf >y), (i=l, 2,y=l, 2, •••, w+1), and / is a homeomorphism
of 9JΪ27 to QH{ such that/(8JFi2f2)=9ί'lt2 and f-\C1>2k+1) and/(C2|2*) (A=l, 2, —,
[w/2]) are as indicated in Figure 4.1 (c).
Fig4.1.(b)
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Fig 4.1. (c)
Then M is an orientable closed 3-manifold, Fl = QH{ and F2=F12 (J ί1^ are
embedded surfaces of genus w, and JF\ and F2 intersect transversely.
For any orientation of F1 and F2, an OCP operation produces two genus n
surfaces or two genus two surfaces and n—2 genus three surfaces. In both cases,
these surfaces bound handlebodies. Let Lf(i=ly 2, •••, n) be a closure of a com-
ponent of Hj—Fj2 (j = i mod 2) which contains O/t f. And let L\ be a manifold
which is obtained form Lt by 2-surgery on Oy > t . Then L{ (L'n, resp.) has a com-
pressing disk Z>! (D
n
, resp.) and Lf (/=2, 3, •••, w—1) has compressing disks Ditl
and Z);
 2 which are indicated in Figure 4.2.
Fig 4.2.
Note that L\(i=\,2, •• ,w) is a handlebody and L —D,.χ(0, l)(ί=l,n) and
Ifί— U/-ι(A,/X(°> 1)) C^2*3* — ,w— 1) are solid tori. Suppose that F is a
surface which is obtained from F1 and jF2 by a CP operation which cannot be re-
alized by an OCP operation. Then each component of F bounds a handle-
body L\ or a manifold which is homeomrophic to Is=\Jki-kL'i\J(\Jkj~h N(L'j Π
In, if h=l (k=nt resp.) then k<n (1<A, resp.)). If l<h<k<
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», then for 7-1,2, A=( U J_* Z)M) U (U fcί £,./), where £M is a meridional disk
of Λ7 (£<Π£<+ι) such that N(Ll ΠLί+ι) Π (/>,'./U Z>ί+lil)c£M, is a compressing
disk of L And we can see that L—(U Li A X (0, 1)) is obtained from solid tori
£/— U /.ι(Z)y>/x(0, 1)) (y=A, A+l, •-, k) by identifying disks on boundaries of
these solid tori. Hence L is a handlebody. If tι= 1 (k=ny resp.), D=D1 U U /-i
((U }_2 />,./) U (U ίll £,,,)) (= U Lι(( U J-ί Z>,,,) U £,,/) U A,, resp.) (D,fl=Z>,f2=Z>,
for ί=l, 2) is a compressing disk of L. And L—ΐ>X (0, 1) is obtained from solid
tori L(-AX(0, 1) (Lί-D,χ(0, 1), resp.) and LJ- U Li A.ιX(0, 1) 0=2, 3,
• ••, k,j=hy A+l, •••, w— 1, resp.) by identifying disks on boundaries of these
solid tori. Hence L is a handlebody.
Therefore any surface obtained from Fl and F2 by a CP operation bounds
handlebodies.
We will prove the incompressibility of Fl and F2. For the incompressibi-
lity ofFl9 note that U y i i Citj is full with respect to a set of compressing disks
of Hf which are indicated in Figure 4.1 (a). Hence by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4,
dH'i is incompressible in HΊ (ί=l, 2), and Fl is incompressible in M.
Note that we can regard £,, as F'x[0, !]/{(#, ί)~(^ , OI^^Q^Ί ^ ί / e
[0, 1]}, where FW^nZr,, and F'x 1=^0 A0' = ^  mod 2). Let M, be the
closure of the component of M—F2 which contains C1>2. Then by the above
fact, M, is obtained from a handlebody F=(^- U EL+ι1/i] L2*-ι) U (U Eί? 1^ ) by
2-surgeries on O{t2k, pushed Cί^ίi.e. Cί.2*) (l<&<[>/2]) and Cί>w4.ι as indicated
in Fugure 4.3.
Fig 4.3.
By the same way as the above, the closure M2 of the other component of M—F2
is also obtained from a handlebody of genus n by 2-surgeries on such closed
curves. We consider the following two cases:
(a) »=2.
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(b) H>3.
(a) n=2. Since M2 is homeomorphic to M19 it is enough to prove the in-
compressibility of F2 in Mlf
We use Lemma 3.1. We have
<a, b, c, d,e,f\ (? ab=l,dzb = 1, e2 bcdb(cd)2 = IJ = d~2 cd> ,
where a, b, c, dy e are represented by curves which are indicated in Figure 4.4.
Fig 4.4.
Let r=e2f2d2f. We have a representation curve C of r on a handlebody V
as indicated in Figure 4.5.
Fig 4.5.
C is full with respect to a set of compressing disks whose boundaries are indicat-
ed in Figure 4.5. Hence by Lemma 3.4, QH—C is incompressible in H and by
Lemma 3.1, π
λ
(M^) is not a free product group or a cyclic group. Therefore
F2 is incompressible in M^
(b) n>3. We prove the incompressibility of F2 in Mλ.
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We use Lemma 3.2. Recall that M1 is obtained from a handlebody V by
2-surgeries on OΊt2k, pushed C^2k(^^sk<s[n/2]') and CίιΛ+ι. Note that a mani-
fold V which is obtained from V by 2-surgeries on Cί
ι2fc(l<&<^[tt/2]) and Cί f W +ι
is a handlebody. Hence we may regard that Ml is obtained from the handle-
body V by 2-surgeries on pushed Oί'^l^k^n/Z]). We consider a set of
compressing disks Dlt D2y •••, Z)3Λ_3 of F' such that D19 D2y •••, /)„_! separates if'
into [#/2-|-l] solid tori and each of which contains C{tj, See Figure 4.6.
Fig 4.6.
Then we can check that U *w»ι] C2'2k is full with respect to Dly D2y •• ,Z>3M_3.
Hence by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, F2 is incompressible in Mj.
We can prove the incompressibility of F2 in M2 in the same way as the above.
This completes the proof of Case (I).
Let //! and H2 be handlebodies of genus nλ. We consider n-{-\ surgery
^
\
1 2 ( ""^ ^ )
J Γ"
rU
CΞ) (Ξ) (Ξ) CΞ) ffi
Θ,. C"2.2
CΞ)
Ί\
CΞ)C,4 " (Ξ) ,
Θ
—€/=:
Fig 4.7. (a)
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curves as in the proof of Case (I) and properly embedded surfaces Fi2 in Hl
and H2 as indicated in Figure 4.7 (a). Put M=H{\J fH'2. Here ΈL\ is ob-
tained from Hi (ί=l, 2) by performing 2-surgeries on those curves and / is a
homeomorphism of QH2 to QHΊ such that
(1) /(8F2p2)=8Fli2,
(2) f-\Clfj)(j = l mod 2, \<j<n2-\ or .7=110 and/(CM) (A = 2 mod 2,
2<
s
k<
s
n2— 1 or k—n^ are as indicated in Figure 4.7 (b),
(3) /(C2§0 (1=112, ra2+l, •••, ih-1) is parallel to CM.
(In Figure 4.7. ^ =6 and w2=4.)
f(C2,5)
Θ
i Θ
Fig 4.7. (b)
Then M is an orientable closed 3-manifold, and F1=dH{ and F2—F12 U ^2,2
are properly embedded surfaces such thatg(F1)=nλ and^(F2)=n2.
In the same way as in the proof of Case (I), we can prove that for any sur-
face F obtained from F1 and F2 by CP operations, each component of F bounds
a handlebody, and F1 is incompressible in M.
We will prove the incompressibility of F2 in M. Let Ml be a clsoure of a
component of M—F2 which does not contain C l fΛ2. Then Ml is the same
manifold as obtained in the proof of Case (I). Hence F2 is incompressible in Λf lβ
Let L be the closure of a component of Hi—Fit2 (i = n2 mod 2) which con-
tains Ci t«2. We consider properly embedded arcs aly a2l •••, am(m=nl—n2) in L
as indicated in Figure 4.7 (a). Let N^a^^ x D2. Then L— U Γ.i ^  X Int D2
has a form F'x[Q9l]l{(x,t)~(x,tf)\xt=dF'9t,t'G[Q9ΐ\l, where ^'-^ΠL.
Using this fact, we can see that M2 is obtained from handlebody V of genus n2
by performing 2-surgeries on closed curves indicated in Figure 4.8, and by attach-
ing 2-handles NL(a^)=aiχD2(i=ίί 2, -••, m) so that a/i=piχdiy(piGai) is
identified with such curves as that indicated in Figure 4.8.
Consider properly embedded disks D19 Z)2, •••, Dm as indicated in Figure 4.8.
Then the closure of each component of M2— L)7-ι A ιs a manifold which is
obtained from solid torus by performing 2-surgeries on two parallel curves which
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Fig 4.8.
are parallel to a core of solid torus, or the same manifold as that was obtained in
the proof of Case (I). In both cases the manifolds are 9-irreducible. Hence
a'ij #2, • • • > a™ and Dly D2, • • • , Dm satisfy the assumption of Lemma 3.5. There-
fore M2 is 3-irreducible and F2 is incompressible in M2.
Hence F2 is incompressible in M, completing the proof of Case (II).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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